Article ___

RECOGNITION

As reflected in the National Labor Relations Board Case 01-RC-186442, the University recognizes the International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAW), and its Local Union, Harvard Graduate Students Union-UAW Local XXXX (HGSU-UAW Local XXXX), as the exclusive bargaining representative for employees in the bargaining unit. The bargaining unit shall include all students enrolled in Harvard degree programs employed by Harvard University who provide instructional services at Harvard University, including graduate and undergraduate Teaching Fellows (teaching assistants, teaching fellows, course assistants) and all students enrolled in Harvard degree programs (other than undergraduate students at Harvard College) employed by Harvard University who serve as Research Assistants (regardless of funding sources, including those compensated through Training Grants). This bargaining unit includes students employed by Harvard University and enrolled in the Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Harvard Business School, the Division of Continuing Education, Harvard Graduate School of Design, Harvard Graduate School of Education, the Harvard John A. Paulson School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University, Harvard Law School, Harvard Divinity School, Harvard Medical School, the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, and Harvard College. Excluded: All undergraduate students serving as research assistants and all other employees, guards and supervisors as defined in the Act.